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a b s t r a c t

The intramolecular proton transfer (IPT) reaction and dimerization processes of dipicolinic acid (DPA)
have been investigated using density functional theory (DFT) at the B3LYP/6-31G++(d) basis set level.
The influence of the solvent on the zwitterion -to- neutral transition of DPA was examined using the con-
tinuum model (CPCM) with different dielectric constants (e = 4.9, CHCl3; e = 7.42, THF; e = 32.63, CH3OH;
e = 78.39, H2O). The intramolecular proton transfer reaction occurs more readily in the gas phase than
solution. Results also show that the stability of DPA dimers in the gas phase is directly affected by the
hydrogen bond angle and electrostatic potential (ESP) value in the dimer structure.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction The recent study by Massaro and Blaisten-Barojas reports that
Since intramolecular proton transfer (IPT) is one of the most
important reactions in many chemical and biological processes,
numerous experimental and theoretical studies have been carried
out to increase knowledge of the mechanisms of IPT [1–14].

Dipicolinic acid (DPA, pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid, C5H3-

N(COOH)2) was first identified in 1936 as a viscous matter in Natto,
a Japanese food made with steamed soybeans and fermented with
Bacillus Natto [15]. It was not until 1953 that DPA was first recog-
nized to be a by-product of bacterial spore germination [16,17].
Since then, DPA has been investigated as a potential indicator of
bacterial spore formation and germination using a wide range of
detection techniques [18–20]. It can protect bacterial spores be-
cause of its strong ability to absorb UV light, hence up to 50% of
the solids excreted by spores are compounds of DPA. It is
well-known to be a molecule with high chelation. Experiments
performed on wet paste and dry crystal forms of DPA and CaDPA
have shown interesting effects on their fluorescence intensities
[21]. Other experimental and theoretical investigations of DPA
and its derivatives have been relatively sparse [22–30]. The X-ray
structure of DPA shows that the molecules are arranged as one-
dimensional supramolecular structure and stabilized in the solid
state through a strong symmetric double hydrogen bond [31–33].
All rights reserved.

: +98 511 8795457.
DPA has six predicted neutral isomers in the gas phase. N (see
Fig. 1) is the global minimum structure taking into account that
its total electronic energy plus the zero point energy is the lowest
of the six predicted structures [34]. Another structure which can
exhibit N is the zwitterionic form (Z), in which the nitrogen atom
and one of COOH groups become NH+ and COO�, respectively
[35]. The zwitterionic forms of DPA may be conveniently studied
in solution with the suitable pH value [36] and in the presence of
an appropriate amine [37–48] or their self-assembled systems
[49–61]. Therefore, DPA is a good model compound for intra- and
intermolecular proton transfer studies. The carboxyl protons are in-
volved in the intra- and inter-molecular hydrogen bonds (the pyr-
idine’s nitrogen atom and the carboxyl’s oxygen lone pairs can be
hydrogen bond acceptors). In this paper, we report the investiga-
tion of the IPT reaction between the N and Z structures (see
Fig. 1) of DPA. In order to follow the atoms of DPA, they have been
numbered in a consistent scheme. By following the Isin’s method
[6] in this work, we carried out calculations using Becke’s Three
Parameter Hybrid Functional together with the correlation func-
tional of Lee, Yang, and Parr (B3LYP) methods [62,63] for DPA in
the gas phase, chloroform, THF, methanol and water in order to
evaluate the effect of the solvent on IPT. Also, computations on
DPA dimers with two different structures were performed in the
gas phase at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. Based on a search of the
literature, this is the first computational study of the IPT reaction
between two structures of DPA and the hydrogen bonding between
their dimers. Therefore, we hope that our study provides an
ppenhanced interpretation of DPA as well as its derivatives.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comptc.2012.10.024
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Fig. 1. Optimized molecular structures of N, Z and the transition state (TS). Carbon atoms are colored in gray, oxygen atoms in red, nitrogen atoms in blue, and hydrogen
atoms in white. (a) The C10O14 bonds are single, in the gas phase (in all forms). (b) The C11O16 bond is double, in the gas phase(in TS form).
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2. Computational details

The stationary structures (N and Z) in the IPT reaction of DPA
and (NN and ZZ) in the dimerization of DPA were optimized using
density functional theory (DFT) at the most popular B3LYP method
[62,64] and a double-f basis set with an extra d polarization
function and diffuse functions on all atoms (6-31G++(d)). The
vibrational frequencies were obtained at the same level to
characterize the local minimum and the transition states (corre-
sponding to a single negative eigenvalue of the Hessian). The non-
specific solvent effects of the solvent medium were studied by
means of the conductor-polarizable continuum model (CPCM)
[65]. The CPCM has been used for energy calculations with a differ-
ent dielectric constants (e = 4.9, CHCl3; e = 7.42, THF; e = 32.63,
CH3OH; e = 78.39, H2O) in the IPT reactions of DPA. The basis set
superposition error (BSSE) associated with the hydrogen bond
energy in the dimerization of DPA was computed via the counter-
poise method using the individual bases as fragments [66]. Also the
molecular electrostatic potential (ESP) were calculated for DPA di-
mers. All the calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 W
package [67].
Table 1
Selected bond lengths, bond and dihedral angles derived from B3LYP/6-31G++(d) geometr

Parameters a Gas phase Chloroform (e = 4.9) THF (e = 7

N TS Z N TS Z N

Distance
C1C2 1.399 1.392 1.398 1.398 1.390 1.395 1.398
C3C4 1.400 1.393 1.386 1.400 1.395 1.386 1.400
C2C11 1.512 1.552 1.562 1.507 1.536 1.547 1.507
C10O14 1.347 1.345 1.347 1.343 1.341 1.342 1.343
C11O16 1.342 1.283 1.256 1.341 1.294 1.258 1.341
N9H17 2.023 1.170 1.043 2.011 1.225 1.031 2.008
O16H17 0.984 1.438 1.940 0.985 1.341 2.072 0.986
C11O13 1.211 1.227 1.238 1.215 1.229 1.246 1.216

Bond angle
N9C2C11 115.69 108.00 113.12 115.19 107.44 114.50 115.12
C2C11O16 114.16 108.27 111.01 114.37 108.51 112.96 114.39
O13C11O16 122.97 132.72 134.58 122.04 129.88 131.66 121.94
C10O14H15 106.78 108.10 108.69 107.69 108.65 109.50 107.79
C1C2N9 123.39 120.83 118.76 123.52 121.59 118.61 123.53
C4C3N9 122.65 119.09 118.69 122.58 119.37 118.84 122.57
C4C3C10 118.72 121.14 121.75 118.95 121.56 122.12 118.98
C2N9C3 118.35 122.99 124.33 118.28 122.30 124.24 118.27
C3C10O14 113.40 112.09 111.56 113.44 112.29 111.56 113.44
O12C10O14 123.32 124.64 124.94 123.39 124.66 125.31 123.40
C2C11O13 122.86 119.01 114.41 123.58 121.61 115.38 123.67
C2N9H17 – 98.37 110.12 – 96.27 113.19 –

a Distances in Å; angles in degrees. For numbering of atoms, see Fig. 1.
3. Results and discussion

The B3LYP/6-31G++(d) optimized geometries for N, Z and TS
(the transition state) are shown in Fig. 1, and selected structural
parameters are listed in Table 1.

The IPT reaction Z ? TS ? N was considered. The transfer of a
hydrogen atom from the N9 to the O16 atom is accompanied by a
rearrangement of the six-membered ring, and substantial changes
are observed in the carbonAoxygen, nitrogenAhydrogen and
oxygenAhydrogen bonds. The distance between H17 and O16 de-
creases upon the IPT. The N9AH17 and O16AH17 distances for TS
are 1.170 Å and 1.438 Å in the gas phase. Compared to initial con-
tent of those, it can be concluded that the N9AH17 bond is broken
and an O16AH17 bond is formed during the IPT process in DPA. Dur-
ing proton transfer Z ? TS ? N, the C2AC11 and C11AO13 distances
decrease, the C3AC4 and C11AO16 distances increase, the C1AH6,
C4AH7, C5AH8 and O14AH15 distances remain unchanged, the
C1AC2 distance first decreases and then increases in all phases.
The C10O14 distance and the C2N9H17 angle decrease on Z ? N
transfer, while the angles C1C2N9, C3C10O14 and C2C11O13 increase.
The angles C4C3N9, C4C3C10, C2N9C3, O12C10O14, O13C11O16 and
ic optimization of DPA in the gas and solution phases.

.42) Methanol (e = 32.63) Water (e = 78.39)

TS Z N TS Z N TS Z

1.389 1.394 1.398 1.389 1.394 1.398 1.389 1.394
1.395 1.386 1.401 1.396 1.386 1.401 1.396 1.386
1.535 1.546 1.506 1.533 1.543 1.506 1.533 1.543
1.341 1.341 1.342 1.340 1.340 1.342 1.340 1.340
1.295 1.258 1.341 1.296 1.258 1.341 1.297 1.258
1.231 1.030 2.005 1.240 1.029 2.005 1.242 1.028
1.331 2.087 0.986 1.319 2.107 0.986 1.316 2.110
1.230 1.248 1.216 1.230 1.249 1.217 1.230 1.249

107.38 114.64 115.03 107.32 114.83 115.01 107.32 114.86
108.56 113.20 114.41 108.62 113.54 114.42 108.63 113.60
129.58 131.29 121.78 129.14 130.78 121.76 129.07 130.68
108.70 109.59 107.93 108.78 109.71 107.95 108.79 109.74
121.65 118.60 123.55 121.76 118.59 123.56 121.78 118.59
119.39 118.88 122.56 119.43 118.91 122.55 119.44 118.92
121.28 122.14 119.03 121.30 122.18 119.04 121.31 122.19
122.25 124.22 118.26 122.15 124.18 118.26 122.13 124.18
112.31 111.53 113.44 112.33 111.52 113.44 112.34 111.52
124.65 125.38 123.41 124.64 125.44 123.41 124.64 125.45
121.86 115.50 123.80 122.24 115.68 123.82 122.30 115.71

96.07 113.51 – 95.80 113.95 – 95.76 114.02



Fig. 2. Energy diagram of the proton transfer process in various solvents (via CPCM)
and gas phase.

Table 3
Calculated Gibbs free energies and activation Gibbs free energy
barriers (in kcal/mol) for the IPT reaction of DPA.

DG DG#

Gas phase �16.54 0.26
Chloroform �7.54 4.22
THF �6.37 4.84
Methanol �4.70 5.75
Water �4.40 5.92
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C10O14H15 decrease, while the angles N9C2C11 and C2C11O16 first
decrease and then increase on Z ? TS ? N transfer in all phases.
The C2AN9, C3AN9, C1AC5, C4AC5, C3AC10 and C10AO12 distances
are fixed, in all non-gas phases.

The total electronic energies of the DPA are given in Table 2.
Let’s see how the calculated transformation energy for DPA
changes. The transformation energy, as shown in Fig. 2, was calcu-
lated as the total electronic energies differences between the
transition states (TSs) and the initial forms (Z). The relative trans-
formation energies of the TS with respect to Z were calculated to be
2.10, 6.60, 7.25, 8.22 and 8.40 kcal/mol in the gas phase, chloro-
form, THF, methanol, and water, respectively. The barrier height
decreases on going from the water to the gas phase. The total elec-
tronic energies differences between the two forms (N and Z) were
calculated to be�17.14,�7.50,�6.28,�4.54 and�4.23 kcal/mol in
the gas phase, chloroform, THF, methanol, and water, respectively,
i.e. N is more stable than Z in the gas phase and solution.

As a result, the IPT reaction between structures Z and N occurs
very easily in the gas phase than in solution. Similar two coupled
barrier heights were observed for all of the solutions. However,
we can conclude that the stronger the dipole moment of the sol-
vent, the higher the barrier to the IPT process.

From the viewpoint of valence theory, the interaction between
the lone pair of the acceptor O atom and NAH r� orbitals is mainly
responsible for the proton transfer. Therefore, the NAH. . .O angle
and the O. . .H distance (in the Z form) may play important roles
in the proton transfer reactions. In most cases, hydrogen bonds
with linear NAH. . .O structures and short hydrogen bond distances
are considered to be strong. In Z, the N9AH17

. . .O16 angles are
113.24�, 108.83�, 108.37�, 107.75� and 107.64� in the gas phase,
in chloroform, in THF, in methanol, and in water, respectively.
Additionally, the N9AH17

. . .O16 hydrogen bond distances of Z form
are 1.940 Å, 2.072 Å, 2.087 Å, 2.107 Å and 2.110 Å in the gas phase,
chloroform, THF, methanol, and water, respectively. The existence
of a strong N9AH17

. . .O16 hydrogen bond in Z shows that the barrier
to the IPT may have is low in the gas phase. Another reason for this
result is that the distance of N9 from H17 in the TS structure is
shortest in the gas phase.

Let’s now examine the calculated relative Gibbs free energies
(DG) and activation Gibbs free energy barriers (DG#) for the IPT
reaction of DPA in the gas phase and in solutions. As seen in Table
3, the DG for the IPT reaction of DPA is lowest in the gas phase. The
DG# height increases on going from the gas phase to the water. As
a result, according to DG and DG#, this reaction is thermodynami-
cally and kinetically much favor in the gas phase than in solution.
When we look at the calculated DEs and DGs values in Table 4, we
see that Z is the more stable of these forms, presumably due to sol-
vent effects. In addition, solvent effects mean that the TS structure
in solution is more stable than in the gas phase. Consequently, the
energy barrier to IPT reaction increases in solution.

The structural parameters of the dimer structures (NN and ZZ)
calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level are shown in Fig. 3. The
optimized geometrical parameters indicate that the two forms (N
and Z) are fully planar, in agreement with experimental values.
The planarity of these structures is attributed to the strong intra-
and inter-molecular hydrogen bonding and the structure of the
DPA ring [33,34,36,61]. Two N molecules bind through two
Table 2
Total electronic energies (E, in hartrees) of the DPA forms in the gas phase and solution a

DPA form EGas phase EChloroform

N �625.45676978 �625.46950255
TS �625.42610484 �625.44703803
Z �625.42945147 �625.45755287
intermolecular hydrogen bonds (OAH. . .O) joining the COOH groups
in the NN structure and similarly in the ZZ structure. These two
hydrogen bonds in the dimer structures are equivalent to each
other (see Fig. 3). Comparing the monomer and dimer structures
in the gas phase, it has been noted that the intermolecular hydro-
gen bonds affect the molecular structure of the monomer. As seen
in Fig. 3, the bond angles and lengths of the hydrogen donor (OAH)
and hydrogen acceptor (C@O) groups of the NN and ZZ structures
differ from those of their monomers. For example; the C3O14H15

and O12C3O14 angles are increased by 3.81� and 1.45� in NN,
respectively. The same angles are increased by 2.94� and 1.02�
in ZZ, respectively. Another important point is the changes in the
C3O14, C3O12, C3C10 and O14H15 bond lengths on going from the
monomers to the dimeric structures. The results obtained for
the gas phase show that the C3O12 and O14H15 bond lengths are
t 298.150 K and 1.00000 Atm.

ETHF EMethanol EWater

�625.47092975 �625.47290328 �625.47325028
�625.44935917 �625.45255699 �625.45311780
�625.46092441 �625.46565929 �625.46650048



Table 4
Dipole moments (l, in debyes), solvation energies DEs = Esolv�Egas, and solvation Gibbs free energies DGs = Gsolv�Ggas (in kcal/mol) of the DPA forms in the gas phase and solution.

Gas phase Chloroform THF Methanol Water

l DEs DGs l DEs DGs l DEs DGs l DEs DGs l

N 4.03 �7.99 �8.19 4.87 �8.88 �9.11 4.98 �10.12 �10.39 5.13 �10.34 �10.61 5.16
TS 7.83 �13.13 �13.23 8.92 �14.58 �14.70 9.06 �16.59 �16.74 9.24 �16.94 �17.09 9.27
Z 9.37 �17.63 �17.19 11.84 �19.74 �19.28 12.15 �22.71 �22.22 12.58 �23.24 �22.75 12.66

Fig. 3. Optimized structures of the NN and ZZ. Bond lengths are shown in Å and angles in degrees.

Table 5
Calculated Gibbs free energies DG, interaction energies DE, BSSEs, and corrected
interaction energies DEc (all in kcal/mol) for the dimerization of the DPA forms, in the
gas phase.

Dimer DE BSSE DEc DG

NN �18.86 3.62 �15.24 �6.52
ZZ �17.83 3.32 �14.51 �5.57
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0.023 Å (0.019 Å) and 0.019 Å (0.029 Å) longer in NN (ZZ), respec-
tively. The C3O14 and C3C10 bond lengths are 0.026 Å (0.030 Å)
and 0.011 Å (0.002 Å) shorter in NN (ZZ), respectively. Additionally,
there are changes in the intramolecular hydrogen bonds on going
from the monomers to the dimeric structures. The O16AH17

. . .N9

hydrogen bond length and the O16AH17
. . .N9 angle are 0.004 Å

longer and 0.22� closer in NN. Also, the C11O16H17 and C2C11O16

angles are increased by 0.14� and 0.05� in NN, respectively. The
N9AH17

. . .O16 hydrogen bond length and the N9AH17
. . .O16 angle

are 0.005 Å shorter and 0.07� wider in ZZ, respectively. In addition,
the C2C11O16 and C2N9 H17 angles are decreased by 0.11� and 0.01�
in ZZ, respectively.
The values of the calculated uncorrected hydrogen-bonding
interaction energies, DE, and the corrected interaction energies,
DEc, are given in Table 5. The interaction energies are corrected



Fig. 4. Electrostatic potential maps for dimers.
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for basis set superposition error (BSSE) at the B3LYP level using an
approximation to the Boys–Bernardi counterpoise method [66], as
described below. The DE, of the dimer (for example NN) is defined
as

DE ¼ EN���N � EN � EN

where EN� � �N refers to the total electronic energy of the NN, and EN is
the total electronic energy of N form. When the BSSE is taken into
account, the DEc, is then calculated as

DEc ¼ EN���N � EEðE���NÞ

where EN(N� � �N) is the total electronic energy of monomer N obtained
with the extra ghost Gaussian functions placed at the positions of
monomer N in the dimer. As seen from these calculated interaction
energies, NN and ZZ are stable. The calculated DG values in Table 5,
show the NN is more stable than ZZ by 0.95 kcal/mol. It is accept-
able; however, the intermolecular hydrogen bond lengths in NN
are not shorter than those in the ZZ. Therefore, the intermolecular
hydrogen bond angels are increased by 1.67� in NN are responsible
for this stability. Thus, the stabilities of the dimer structures under
investigation can explain importance of the intermolecular hydro-
gen bonds formed in the dimers.

The molecular electrostatic potential (ESP) is calculated from the
charge density (the continuous electron density and the discrete
nuclear charge distribution). ESP maps are very useful three dimen-
sional diagrams of molecules. They enable us to visualize the charge
distributions and charge related properties of molecules. They also
allow us to visualize the size and shape of molecules. There are no
grand equations to describe how complex molecules interact with
one another, so the best alternative is to use ESP maps. General
chemistry focuses very heavily on the charge distributions of mol-
ecules. Organic chemistry expands on this molecular property and
focuses on reactive sites. Reactive sites are charged regions of a
molecule that play a significant role in determining the behavior
of other charged molecules in the vicinity. In the majority of the
ESP maps, the maximum negative region which is preferred site
for electrophilic attack exhibited as red color, while the maximum
positive region which is preferred site for nucleophilic attack shown
as blue color [68]. In the present study, 3D plots of ESP maps of DPA
dimers have been drawn in Fig. 4.

The different values of the electrostatic potential at the surface
are represented by different colors. Potential increases in the order
red < orange < yellow < green < blue. The color code of these maps
is in the range between �0.0002189 a.u. (deepest red) and
0.0002189 a.u. (deepest blue) in compound, where blue shows
the relative abundance of electrons and red shows the relative ab-
sence of electrons. Comparison of the ESP maps of dimers in the gas
phase, indicating intermolecular hydrogen bonds affect the reac-
tive sites. The regions having negative potential are around the ter-
minal COOH groups (NN, ZZ), while the regions having the positive
potential are around the central COOH groups and N atoms in the
rings (NN). According to the obtained results, it seems intermolec-
ular hydrogen bonds in NN are stronger than those in the ZZ be-
cause the higher negative charge density has been used to form
them.
4. Conclusions

The major conclusions to be gleaned from this work are as
follows:

1. N is more stable than Z in the gas phase and in solution.
2. The barrier height for the proton transfer reaction of DPA

decreases upon shifting from the water to the gas phase. As a
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result, the intramolecular proton transfer reaction between
structures Z and N is thermodynamically and kinetically very
easier in the gas phase than in solution.

3. The geometrical parameters of the two monomer molecules in
the NN and ZZ structures are nearly the same.

4. Dimerizations of two structures N and Z occur spontaneously,
while NN is more favorable than ZZ. That is, the intermolecular
hydrogen bonds in the NN structure are stronger than those in
the ZZ structure.

5. The results show that the stabilities of the dimer structures are
directly affected by the hydrogen bond angels and electrostatic
potential value in the dimer structures.

6. There are no published data from computational investigations
of the intramolecular proton transfer reactions of DPA and its
dimers, so our calculations provide a useful interpretation of
data in literature.
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